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Why do we need an OCS? Mission and benefits

OCS mission: To provide a simple, efficient, user-friendly online 
system to share, collect and compile comments on documents.

OCS benefits:
• Easy to use and access
• Confidential and safe
• Implements a standard commenting format
• Faster and more accurate compilation process
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Presentation Notes
There are currently two ways to gather comments on draft standards and other documents in the IPPC standard setting process. This is why we thought of an online software to facilitate the comments gathering process.When we developed this system, we were guided by three major principles: simplicity, efficiency and user-friendliness, on which we based the OCS mission.Simplicity: everyone can easily insert comments independently or share them, and the Secretariat can easily compile them.Efficiency: the system allows for time saving (when sending comments and compiling them), with all documents available in one place and streamlined processes.User-friendliness: the system is user friendly, the document interaction is similar to Microsoft Word.BenefitsAn easy and accessible system, compatible with the most common browsers and devices.Ensures confidential submission of comments, submitted only by the official contact point.Implements a standard and homogeneous commenting format.Accelerates, simplifies and avoids human error in the comment compilation process.StrengthsUpload and compile documents in Word.



Online Comment System (OCS)

URL: https://ocs-new.ippc.int/
Compatible with main browsers and devices

User types

Review Owner: IPPC Secretariat (OCS role: Admin-
Author)
Author: IPPC Contact Point (OCS role: Admin-Author)
Deputy: user delegated by CP to perform all actions 
but not user creation and final publishing (OCS role: 
Author)
Reviewer: all other users, able to insert comments in 
the system within a workgroup if invited
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https://ocs-new.ippc.int/


OCS homepage
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Presentation Notes
To access the IPPC OCS, visit https://ocs-new.ippc.int/. The OCS homepage includes the login area, links to training material, links to the documents open for consultation, and how to contact the secretariat for further assistance. The system is available in English, French and Spanish. To login, enter your user name and password and select 'login‘. To logout, select the exit symbol at the top right of the page.To retrieve your password, select “Reset password” on the OCS homepage and insert your email. You will receive an automatic notification on your mailbox to reset your password.
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Presentation Notes
As a contact point, your default workgroup is “IPPC”.In the IPPC workgroup, you can only apply comments and create, but not manage sub-reviews (available in the country’s workgroup).If you do not do an internal country review process, the OCS automatically submits the applied comments at the end of the review period - there is no need to publish (submit) them.To comment on a draft (without an internal review) select “Enter” under the “Review” column in the “Reviews I’m in” tab.In the “Reviews I’m in” area you may see the draft standards available for comments and sort them by due date, title, and status. You may also search for reviews and select details or access the review.



Entering the review
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Presentation Notes
Contact points enter comments in their own country workgroup or the IPPC workgroup the same way. The only difference is that for internal country reviews, the contact point manages the review and must publish (or submit) the country comments to the IPPC Secretariat. However, if the contact point decides not to do an internal country review, publishing is not required, and the comments are automatically submitted to the Secretariat on the commenting close date.To locate the document to review, contact points go to the “Reviews I own” tab, and internal reviewers go to the “Reviews I’m in” tab. Next, locate the document to review and then select the “Enter” link.



Commenting page
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of the Commenting page, which is the core of the system. You will be seeing this when you comment on drafts.The navigation pane, located on the left side, allows you to choose between the different languages of the document. For example, if you started commenting in English, and want to also make comments in Spanish or French, you can select the different language version from the navigation pane. The review pane, in the centre of your screen, where comments and proposed changes are made inline within the document. Proposed changes can be made to text directly in the document and comments can be entered in the text box area. A category can be selected among substantive/technical/editorial/translation comments.The comment pane, located on the right side of your screen, is where you will enter your comments and proposed changes for each paragraph.



Adding general comments
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Presentation Notes
To add a General comment, select the “G” icon in the comment pane, enter the comment in the dialogue bow – apply a comment category  and select apply”” The comment will appear within he comment pane. All general comments will appear at the top of the document comment pane.



Adding comments to paragraphs
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Presentation Notes
To add comments at the paragraph level, select the paragraph and within the inline editor enter the comment, edit the text, select the comment category and select “Apply” . Your modified text will show within in review pane and also within the Comment pane.



Country Workgroups

Workgroup 
indicator
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Presentation Notes
As a contact point, you are also able to access your own workgroup (the country workgroup, called after your country’s name), by selecting it in the drop-down menu at the top right of the screen.In this space, you also have access to an Admin section, where you can manage your internal reviewers and your sub-reviews (created out of the “IPPC” workgroup). Here, select the “Reviews I own” tab. In the country’s workgroup, contact points can also manage an internal review and accept or close comments made by others, but comments still need to be published to be visible by the IPPC secretariat.Both workgroups (IPPC and your country’s) are defined and set-up by the IPPC secretariat, but contact points may create up to 4 reviewer accounts (changing user details is always possible). 



Managing users in Country Workgroups

1

2

1 2
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Presentation Notes
In order to create new users (or change their details) in your own workgroup, select the “Admin” tab at the top of the screen, then select “users” under the admin menu on the left (screenshot 1). You can either search for an existing user by entering search details in the field next to “Find user” or select “Add new user” (screenshot 1).You will then see the add user page (screenshot 2), through which you will be able to add or edit user details. The mandatory fields are user email address; Username (login name); user full name; Workgroup role (select “reviewer” or “admin author”), and password. Select “OK” when finished.



Creating a sub-review (1)
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Presentation Notes
During a document review created by the IPPC Secretariat (under the IPPC Workgroup), every contact point can enter comments on a draft standard. If contact points want to set-up an internal review (using reviewers in their workgroup) they need to create a sub-review.To create a sub-review, go to the IPPC Workgroup, then go to “Review” tab, the “Reviews I’m in” sub-tab, and locate a document that is open for review (either “Not started” or “In progress” in the status column”. Then choose “Select” under the “Details” tab.



Creating a sub-review (2)
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Presentation Notes
To create an internal review, select “Create Sub-Review” under the table, then follow these 5 steps:…



Creating a sub-review (3)
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Presentation Notes
1) Specify review details: if you want, you can leave all the information as it is, such as the title and the date. The default end date is one day before the close date set by the IPPC Secretariat, so modify it if you want more time to review the comments. When finished, select “Next”



Creating a sub-review (4)
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Presentation Notes
2) Upload documents: Optional, upload an additional explanation document,  and select “Next”.…



Creating a sub-review (5)
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Presentation Notes
3) Specify participants: Find your internal reviewers by entering their names under the search box and selecting “Add”. Once finished, select “Next”.…



Creating a sub-review (6)
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Presentation Notes
4) Review options: We suggest to leave the settings as they are, unless you want to allow the reviewers in your country to see each others comments, in which case un-select the checkbox for “Reviewers do not see each others comments. Authors see all comments”. When finished, select “Next”.…



Creating a sub-review (7)
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Presentation Notes
5) This is an overview of the sub-review. Once you have verified the end-date and participants, select “Start Review”.



Comments received during in-country review
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Presentation Notes
For in-country reviews, the contact point can reply to, accept, close, delete or edit comments. Select the option for each comment and take action. 



Publishing comments (for in-country reviews)
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Presentation Notes
For in-country reviews only!Once ready, the official contact point must manually publish (submit) the comments by selecting the “Publish” icon in the top menu bar.If you do not do this before the closing date of consultation, the comments will not be submitted to the Secretariat.
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Before the Regional 
Workshop

• Step 1: Ensure you 
have received your 
IPPC OCS login 
information.

• Step 2: Beginning 1 
July, contact points 
review the draft 
ISPMs by consulting 
relevant subject 
matter experts and 
entering your 
comments in the 
“IPPC Regional 
Workshop” or 
“RPPO” workgroup.

During the Regional 
Workshop

• Step 3: The OCS 
lead/RPPO shows 
comments by 
countries in the 
region on the 
screen; only 
substantive and 
technical 
comments are 
discussed at the 
workshop.

• Step 4: Participants 
come to an 
agreement on 
comments, which 
are modified and 
published to the 
“IPPC” workgroup 
in live time.

After the Regional 
Workshop

• Step 5: Contact 
points review the 
final workshop 
comments and 
determine whether 
to accept them. In 
this case, they can 
provide a general 
comment on each 
draft: “I agree with 
comments 
submitted at the 
RW”.

• Step 6: Contact 
Points can 
adjust/make new 
comments on the 
draft ISPMs by 30 
September.

The OCS and IPPC Regional Workshops

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step 1: The IPPC Secretariat manages the IPPC OCS accounts for the official contact point of each national and regional plant protection organization. If the official contact points cannot retrieve their access details, they may reset their password via the OCS homepage. In case of doubt, email IPPC-OCS@fao.org.  Step 2: Consultation begins on 1 July. CPs may start entering the comments into the OCS before the Regional Workshop in their respective “IPPC Regional Workshop” or “RPPO” workgroup. The IPPC Secretariat has training materials available on the IPP.  During the WorkshopStep 3: Due to the limited amount of time allocated to review draft ISPMs during the workshops, only substantive and technical comments are discussed, and the ‘final workshop comments’ are agreed.Step 4: The final workshop comments will be entered into the OCS and published to the IPPC workgroup. The compiled list is also extracted and added as an annex to the IPPC Regional Workshops reports. After the WorkshopStep 5: After the workshop, each contact point should review the final workshop comments and determine whether to accept, modify or not accept them as their own organization’s comments. If accepting, contact points should reply to the workshop’s comments by simply typing in “I agree” below the relevant comment.Step 6: Additionally, contact points can conduct further reviews of the draft ISPMs until the closing of consultation on 30 September.



Reports

A
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B
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Presentation Notes
There are the two main reporting types in the system:A) A multilingual compiled comments report with your country’s comments, which is a table of all comments, sorted by the paragraph they refer to. It lists the comment category, author and time, together with the comment itself and the proposed text change (if provided). This can be downloaded both from the review control panel, selecting “View Report”, or from the Document page itself, selecting the “C” icon located in the top menu bar.B) You can also download a copy of the revised standard with your country’s comments as a Word document, taking into account all comments and proposed changes. This is available in all languages in which comments were made, and can be downloaded from the review control panel selecting “Download copy” at the bottom of the page. Then select “Download” with comments (or “Original document”, if you wish to download the draft standard with no comments shown).



• Contact: IPPC-OCS@fao.org
• OCS resource page, with multi-lingual user manual and 

videos: https://www.ippc.int/en/online-comment-system/

• Face-to-face presentations and demonstrations at 
Regional Workshops

• Webinars (group or one-on-one) as requested

OCS contacts and resources
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mailto:IPPC-OCS@fao.org
https://www.ippc.int/en/online-comment-system/


IPPC Secretariat
Food and Agriculture Organization 
of the United Nations (FAO)

Contact us

Find us online
www.ippc.int
www.fao.org/plant-health-2020
ippc@fao.org

http://www.fao.org/plant-health-2020
http://www.ippc.int/
http://www.fao.org/plant-health-2020
mailto:ippc@fao.org
https://www.facebook.com/ippcheadlines/
https://twitter.com/ippcnews
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/3175642
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLzp5NgJ2-dK4T7GE2fsGujftlxSX1rCTC
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